Do business the way you want to, with our modular suite of operator-ready Iris STB Middleware Solutions

Digisoft.tv’s flagship product offering Iris, is a suite of modular enterprise components that can be used to build out a vast range of operator-ready solutions.

Regardless of your business requirements and technology strategy, the Iris platform is flexible enough to meet most operator’s needs when it comes to deploying and managing hybrid, IPTV and OTT services.

**IRIS FAMILY OF PRODUCTS**

- **Iris Server** provides a client management and back office integration ecosystem that is at the heart of any operator’s multiscreen and monetization strategy.
- **Iris STB middleware** is a HTML5 browser environment that allows execution of rich media services in a managed STB environment.
- **Iris UX** provides a rich user experience framework for delivering entertainment services to any device.
Iris STB middleware is a robust and efficient set-top box operating system and browser platform for selected system-on-a-chip STB platforms.

This allows for the deployment of rich media services in a managed STB environment. Iris STB middleware boasts a wide variety of standards based functionality along with some cutting edge technologies that will be a must-have for any operator wishing to deploy scaleable and future-proof multimedia services.

Core to Iris STB middleware is Digisoft’s optimized webkit browser which supports HTML5 rendering and advanced media playback functions including HTML5 Media Source Extensions (MSE) and Encrypted Media Extensions (EME).

Features

- Optimized HTML5 compliant Webkit browser
- Playready and Verimatrix DRM support
- Software update and box provisioning
- Streaming support with MSE/EME
- Connectivity and hardware configuration
- Internationalization support
- Hybrid digital TV and DVR support
- SDK with STB control API

Learn more about Digisoft.tv’s flexible and modular solutions by contacting us at sales@digisoft.tv or call +353 (0)21 491 7272